INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
PARKER DIRECT GAS FIRED HOT WATER BOILERS
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Before installing the boiler, be certain to carefully read the "General Basic Installation Instructions" on
Direct Fired Hot Water Boilers, as these are essential prerequisites to the instructions that follow.
The Parker Direct Fired Hot Water Boiler is recommended for use on all forms of closed system
building or process heating applications.
15. Hot Water Outlet: This connection is the upper header of the boiler as shown on the drawing and
must be on the same side of the boiler as the temperature controls and temperature pressure gauge.
This connection can be reduced in size to meet the requirements of the particular circulating lines but
should not be reduced too small to impair circulation and should never be smaller than the circulating
pump. Boilers T-760 and smaller are furnished with screwed connections; Models T-970 and larger
are furnished with flanged connections. Lines should be run as straight as possible.
16. Return Water Inlet: This connection is located in the lower header of the boiler on the opposite
side from the outlet as shown on the drawing. All lines should be adequately sized, never less than
the circulator and run as straight as possible.
17. Low Water Cutoff: A low water cutoff is furnished for the purpose of shutting off the main gas
valve on low water experience. An approved probe type low water cutoff is recommended on all
boilers as regular flushing is not required and it can conveniently be mounted in the boiler outlet
header. If float type low water cutoff is furnished, it should be installed with a drain valve and
regularly flushed. When an additional low water cutoff or a combination feeder is used, it should be
installed in the field at the safe system water level and wired to terminals provided on the boiler.
17D. Drain: The 17A drain valve (NF), should be installed on the lower header of the boiler. It should
be connected full size to an approved drain receptacle for flushing the boiler, when necessary.
18. Relief Valve: Must be mounted on the top header of the boiler. The relief valve outlet must be
piped full size, preferably downward to a safe point of discharge in compliance with local code. The
piping should be properly supported so there will be no strain on the relief valve to cause possible
damage or breakage.
20. Temperature Pressure Gauge: For purpose of registering temperature and pressure at the boiler.
It may be desirable to install another temperature gauge in the system at the point of required
temperature control.
21. High Limit & Operating Control: Mounted on the boiler and wired for the purpose of shutting off
the main gas valve when the boiler water reaches the desired temperature. The operating control
should be set for the desired circulating boiler water temperature and the high limit control should be
set adequately above that temperature. See Burner control system sheet.
23. Circulating Pump: Required on all installations with not less than 2 feet of straight pipe into the
suction side of the pump. Preferred operation is for the pump to run continuously during boiler
operation but it may be cycled with the load if the system is so designed. Pump and motor should be
lubricated before using. Be sure to install pump with oil cups upward. See "Operating Instructions"
for more complete information.
NOTE: Expansion tank (NF) and air control fittings (NF) required in system for proper operation and
elimination of air and noise in circulating lines. Refer to detailed system drawings and
instructions for more complete installation instructions.
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